
Reactive Systems Hilary term 2010

Worksheet 1: CCS and labelled transition systems. In-
formally

(1) Warm-up: Parallel programs are difficult to understand.Suppose we execute the
following program:

x := 10; ((x := x × 2; x := x − 11; x := x + 2) || x := x − 5)

What value will be stored in the variablex when the program halts? HereP || Q

meansrun the commands P and Q in parallel.

Answer:
There are in all four different execution traces, and two possible values can end up
in x, 1 or 6. �

(2) (a) Give an informal description of an LTS for a clock which continuously per-
forms atick followed by atock.

(b) Modify it so that it can do either one or twotocks after eachtick.

(c) Describe both processes formally as an LTS; in each case give the set of states,
the set of actions, and describe the next-state relation associated with each
action.

(d) Modify the second process so that it may (spontaneously)stop after eachtick
action.

Answer:
Processes (a) and (b) are:
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while (c) is given by
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Instead of answering part (c) we give a formal description ofthe LTS in part (d).
With this, you should be able to check your answer to part (c).

Answers
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The LTS is given by

〈{c0, c1, c2, c3}, {tick, tock}, tick−→, tock−−→〉

where the two next-state relations are given by:

• tick−→ contains the pairs〈c0, c1〉, 〈c0, c1〉

• and tock−−→ contains〈c1, c0〉, 〈c1, c2〉, 〈c2, c3〉

�

(3) Here is the LTS for a coffee machine which inputs a coin andthen gives the user
the choice between tea or coffee:

b

b

cointea coffee

(a) Modify it so that it requires two coins before coffee is available; tea should
remain available on receipt of one coin.

(b) Change your LTS so that it now describes a machine with a fault; after the
second coin is accepted it caneither produce the coffee, or ignore the request.

Answer:
At the tutorial there were a number of different suggestionshere. �

(4) Consider a Boolean variable called bv; it can contain oneof the two valuestrue
or false. It can be viewed as a process which can perform the actions ofreading
values from it, and writing values to it. In all it can performthe following actions,
depending on which value it contains:

• bvreadt: read valuetrue from the variable

• bvreadf: read valuefalse from the variable

• bvwritet: write valuetrue to the variable

• bvwritef: write valuefalse to the variable.

Give an LTS to describe the behaviour of this process.

(5) Which of the following relations are reflexive? Which aretransitive? Which are
symmetric?

Questions
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(a) is a divisor of: Take this to be a relation over the Natural numbers, son is a divisor ofm
if both n andm are natural numbers andn dividesm exactly. As an example
6 is a divisor of42 is true while3 is a divisor of14 is false

(b) is an ancestor of: this is a relation over all the people who are alive or who ever
were alive, andP is an ancestor ofQ means that . . .Q is a descendant ofQ.

(c) Let us define a relationth over the Natural numbers by sayingm th n when-
ever(m mod 3) = (n mod 3). Recall thatk mod 3 returns the remainder
obtained whenk is divided by3; this can only be0, 1 or 2. For example24
mod 3 is 0 while 23 mod 3 is 2.

(d) is the mother of: Self-explanatory.

(e) is a cousin of: let us say thatP is a cousin ofQ if P andQ each have a parent
who are siblings, that is have the same parents.

(6) Consider the following LTS:

s0 s1

s3 s2

a

a

a

a

(a) Give a formal definition of this LTS, in the form〈S, Act, { α−→ | a ∈ Act }〉.

(b) What is the reflexive closure of the relationa−→ ? You may draw a diagram if
you wish.

(c) What is the symmetric closure ofa−→ ? Again a diagram will suffice.

(d) Finally, what is it’s transitive closure ?

Questions


